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ALCOHOL MENU 
 

GIN MENU        
All measures are 35ml.  Here at Remedy, we only serve gin in two ways; how we think it should be served, 

or how you want it to be served. Either is just fine by us 

Tanqueray 40%                    £3.25 
Our house gin is Tanqueray, one of the world’s most awarded gins with 180 years of distilling excellence. Considered 

to be a benchmark London Dry gin.  We love it served with Fevertree tonic and fresh lime. 

Blackwoods 40%  £3.50 
A hand-crafted vintage gin inspired by the beautiful nature of Shetland. Botanicals are infused with juniper, coriander 

and lime. This gin has a unique flavor, extremely smooth and crisp.  Served with Fentimans tonic and fresh mint. 

Martin Miller’s 40%  £3.50 
A London Style gin with a twist, apparently born of love, obsession and a degree of madness, Martin Miller’s gin is a 

must.  Juniper and botanicals are distilled separately and then ‘married’ with a distillation of orange peel, lemon and 

lime. We cannot recommend this gin enough, with Fevertree Mediterranean tonic and lemongrass.  

Plymouth Gin 41.2%  £3.50 

Originating from the city of Plymouth in 1793, this has been distilled from a unique blend of botanicals, Dartmoor 

water and pure grain alcohol at Black Friars, the oldest distillery in England. This gin has depth of flavour, deep 

earthy notes and a fresh juniper and lemony bite.  We serve ours with Fevertree tonic, fresh lemon & lime. 

Caorunn 41.8%  £4.00 
Pronounced ‘ka-roon’, the Gaelic word for Rowan Berry, which forms the very soul of this gin. A modern London 

Dry, this gin is ‘the taste of wild sophistication’. An expert infusion of 5 foraged Scottish Highland and 6 traditional 

botanicals. Perfect served with Fevertree tonic and a slice of apple. 

Bathtub Gin 33.3%  £4.00 
Another award winning gin created by the enigmatic Professor Cornelius Ampleforth. Copper pot-still spirit is infused 

with Juniper, Orange Peel, Coriander, Cinnamon, Cloves and Cardamom.  As the only known cold-compounded gin 

currently available we like it served with Fevertree Mediterranean tonic and liquorice root. 

Edinburgh Gin 43%  £4.00 

Edinburgh gin starts its life in a revered 200-year-old Scottish copper pot still, where the finest Scottish grain spirit is 

distilled in the traditional way. Best served with Fevertree tonic & a slice of pink grapefruit or try Cream Soda & lime. 

Edinburgh Gin Liqueurs 20%  £3.50 

Raspberry, Elderflower or Rhubarb and Ginger. Infused gin liqueurs great with Fevertree Soda or Tonic. Or try a 

Remedy Prosecco with a measure of one of these at the bottom of the glass (£5). 

Hendrick’s Gin 41.1%  £4.00 
Life is simply too glorious not to experience its peculiar flavour, infused with rose and cucumber from this remote 

Scottish distillery. The distillation process is complex with botanicals added at different stages producing light floral 

flavours to a strong spirit. Either with Fevertree tonic and cucumber, or ‘add black pepper or rosemary. 

Bloom 40%  £4.00 

Infused with nature: floral notes start with hints of sun-warmed honeysuckle and delicate chamomile. The uplifting 

citrus taste of pomelo and a touch of earthiness complete the taste. In fact, Bloom is so sweet, smooth and different, 

you may wonder if you’re drinking a gin at all. Served with Fentimans Tonic and a Strawberries. 

SipSmith 41.6%  £4.00 

A classic, traditional London Dry Gin. Bold, complex and aromatic. 10 carefully selected botanicals from around the 

globe including juniper berries, coriander seed, angelica root, Liquorice root, orris root, ground almond, cassia bark, 

cinnamon, Seville orange peel and lemon peel. Served with Fevertree Tonic and a wedge of lime.  
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Pickerings 42%  £4.00 
Pickerings is a spectacularly smooth and flavoursome gin. A multi-award winning and marvelously mixed, hand 

crafted gin from Edinburgh. The taste is strongly aromatic in the mouth. Pickering’s is so smooth it can be served 

‘neat’, however it is recommended with Fevertree tonic and fresh lemongrass or pink grapefruit.  

Pickerings 1947 42% £5.00 

Released to celebrate the Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo a spicy kick to the original Pickerings.  Includes cinnamon, 

cardamom, coriander and clove and is decidedly warming.  Recommended with Fevertree and lime or ginger ale.  

Daffy’s Gin 43.4% £4.40 

Daffy is the Goddess of Gin. First written about in the 1700s, On a quest to create a gin like no other, Daffy’s uses the 

very best botanicals and throws in some new, with the finest pure wheat grain spirit from Northern France, Lebanese 

mint and rare variety lemons, good to drink over ice, or with Fevertree and fresh mint and lime.  

Pinkster 37.5% £4.50 
It’s quirky, different and pink. Locally grown raspberries are hand-steeped in spirit to create a deliciously dry gin, 

with a hint of fruit. Voted the UK’s 3rd favourite gin, recommended with tonic and mint. 

The Botanist 46% £4.50 

The Botanist get a full Remedy thumbs up. 22 hand foraged Islay botanicals are augmented with classic gin aromatics 

to create a ‘highly distinctive, complex, floral gin with outstanding finish and impeccable provenance’. This is a 

bewitching, delectable and luxurious gin.  Great with Fevertree tonic and star anise. 

Two Birds 40%  £4.50 

A classic London Dry Gin full of juniper flavour and distilled with 4 other botanicals then finished with natural spring 

water from deep beneath the Charnwood hills in Leicestershire.  A powerful Gin, which retains a smooth and delicate 

finish on the pallet. Best enjoyed traditionally, with Fevertree Tonic and Lime. 

Rock Rose 41.5% £4.50 

From the most Northerly county in Scotland, Caithness, Rock Rose gin gets its wonderful flavour from a carefully 

selected and combined creation of local and traditional botanicals. Each one meticulously chosen for their flavour 

properties to create the perfect taste. We like Rock Rose with Mediterranean Fevertree and orange. 

Burleigh’s 40% £4.50 

Created adjacent to Burleigh’s wood in the ancient Charnwood Forest in Leicestershire, natural botanicals including 

silver birch, dandelion, burdock, elderberry and iris, inspired the recipes for the signature London Dry Gin. Served 

with Fevertree Tonic and a Slice of Orange or Pink Grapefruit. For the more savoury palate, rosemary. 

6 O’clock 43%  £4.50 

Created with meticulous attention to detail, balance, poise and precision. 6 botanicals are carefully ‘chimed’ with 

juniper, and combined with orange peel in delightful harmony with Elderflower. 6 O’clock Gin refers to the restraint 

required for gin consumption, there are no clocks at Remedy, it’s always gin o’clock.  Served with 6 O’clock tonic & lime. 

Whitley Neill 40% £4.70 
An award-winning gin, Whitley Neill is a handcrafted gin of exceptional quality inspired by the vivid beauty and 

mystery of Africa with rich juniper and citrus and exotic spices. Recommended with Fevertree Tonic and orange. 

Langley’s No.8 40% £4.70 

THE gin for those who appreciate pure, classic, traditionally created gin.  Made with a secret blend of 8 botanicals.  

Served with a slice of pink grapefruit, whole basil leaves and Fevertree. 

Aviation 42% £4.75 

Dutch style and it was distilled from rye and flavoured with Juniper, Lavender, Anise, Sarsaparilla, Orange peel and 

Cardamom.  Served with Mediterranean tonic and lemon. 

Brockmans Intensely Smooth 40% £4.75 

This is made with Bulgarian coriander, blueberries and blackberries as well as bittersweet Valencia orange peels.  

Served with Fevertree tonic, pink grapefruit and blueberries. 

Xolato Chocolate Gin 46% £5.00 

Creamy vanilla with a spark of chocolate at its core.  Served neat over ice or with your favourite chocolate partner … 

coffee beans, mint, orange … 
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Filliers 46% £5.00 

Originally created in 1928 by Firmin Filliers in Belgium, Filliers Dry Gin 28 also uses 28 botanicals in addition to 

juniper. It is a small batch gin created in copper stills. Served with 1724 premium tonic and lime 

Jinzu 41.3% £5.00 

Brings English and Japanese traditions together to create an exciting, intriguing spirit. It's made with a blend of 

English gin (featuring juniper, coriander, angelica, yuzu and Japanese cherry blossom as botanicals) and sake.  

Creamy and sweet we serve it with Franklin’s tonic and orange segments. 

Remedy Sloe Gin 40% £5.00 

We put this down last October – ready for Winter 2017.  Made with the best of everything.  Neat or with bitter lemon! 

MOM God Save the Gin! 39.5% £5.00 

A London Dry Gin from González Byass. The packaging is intended to convey both Britain's tradition and its 

modernity with its striking black and magenta design. The gin itself seeks to do the same, using red fruit and exotic 

botanicals.  We serve this with Franklin’s tonic and strawberries. 

Warner Edwards 44%  £5.00 

Great friends and craft distillers, Sion Edwards and Tom Warner carefully and lovingly create beautiful artisan spirits 

on an old farm in Harington, Northamptonshire. Served with Fevertree Tonic and a wedge of lemon.  

Warner Edwards Victorian Rhubarb Gin 40% Served with Elderflower tonic or ginger beer & orange.   £5.00 

Warner Edwards Elderflower Gin 40% Served with Fevertree tonic water and lemon.  £4.50 

Warner Edwards Melissa Gin (Lemon Balm) 40% served with tonic and lemon. £5.00 

 

Sacred 47%  £5.50 

Sacred Gin is unique. Each of its twelve organically sourced botanicals are macerated with the highest quality English 

grain spirit and then distilled separately. Botanicals, include fresh cut citrus, juniper, cardamom, nutmeg and a type of 

frankincense called Boswellia sacra.  Recommended with 1724 tonic and a wedge of Pink Grapefruit. 

Batch 40% £5.50 

Five times distilled then mixed with juniper berries. Coriander, cinnamon and Angelica root.  When the botanicals are 

added there is a signature spicy flavor of frankincense and myrrh.  Our friends in Burnley make this and we love it 

served with Franklin’s tonic, lime and raspberry. 

Formby Gin 42% £5.50 

A contemporary floral gin brought to us from The Bottle Tree in Formby.  Served with Franklin’s tonic, blackcurrants 

& lavender. 

Mason’s Dry Yorkshire Gin 42% £5.50 

London Dry Gin from God's Own County! Masons use Harrogate spring water for their gins along with juniper, a 

proportion of which is from their own bushes, and a combination of secret botanicals including citrus. Produced in 

small batches, each bottle has hand written batch and bottle numbers.  With Franklin’s and black peppercorns. 

Silent Pool 43% £5.50 

Silent Pool Gin is produced on the Albury Estate in the Surrey Hills, right next to the Silent Pool, a beautiful, 

mysterious spring-fed lake - what a place to create a gin! The gin itself features 24 botanicals, including kaffir lime, 

chamomile, local honey and lavender. Served with tonic and orange. 

Malfy 41% £5.50 

Malfy Gin is an Italian gin is made using a selection of six botanicals, as well as an infusion of Italian coastal lemons, 

including some from the Amalfi coast. Served with Mediterranean tonic and lemon slices, 

BUSS No. 509 Pink Grapefruit 40% £5.50 

Featuring red Californian grapefruit as a botanical, along with Juniper, Coriander, Liquorice, Angelica, Vanilla, 

Cardamom, Iris, Orange and Lemon. This Belgian gin makes a fine aperitif served with tonic and strawberries. 

West Winds Sabre 40% £5.50 

The Sabre comes from The West Winds Gin range in Australia. For the Sabre, they use a selection of classic 

botanicals including juniper, citrus and coriander seed, as well as toasted Australian wattle seed. Served with tonic & apple. 
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West Winds Cutlass 50% Australian bush tomatoes.  Served with tonic water and apple. £6.00 

No 209 Gin 46% £5.50 

A great gin, this quintuple-distilled gin has perhaps the best we've ever encountered for a Gin Martini. The name is 

derived from the fact that the distillery is the 209th to be registered in the USA.  Served with tonic and a coffee bean. 

Gin Mare 42.7% £5.50 

Gin Mare opens the door to a new variety of gins with a novel pan-Mediterranean concept with Arbequina olives, 

thyme, basil and rosemary. It makes for a very ‘savoury’ drink as the herbal elements assert themselves. Lemon or 

lime is likely to kill the flavour so we serve Gin Mare over ice with 1724 tonic and basil. 

Ophir Oriental Spice Gin 40% £5.50 

Pronounced ‘o-peer’ - crafted with a selection of exotic hand-picked botanicals, carefully chosen by Opihr’s Master 

Distiller. This is one of our most unusual tasting gin... love it or hate it, it will remind you of all the smells of India. 

Deaths Door 47% £5.50 

Death's Door Gin has a surprisingly simple botanical mix of juniper berries, coriander and fennel. Death's Door Gin 

employs a base of Washington Island wheat and malted barley from Chilton, Wisconsin. We recommend Fevertree 

Mediterranean and Sage. 

Sir Robin of Loxley 40.5% £5.50 

Upfront juniper and aromas of elderflower.  Somewhere between a London Dry and an Old Tom style this can be 

enjoyed neat, chilled or in a fabulous G&T with pink grapefruit and Fevertree. 

Liverpool Gin 42% £5.50 

Liverpool Gin is a premium organic product made using only pure certified organic botanicals, producing a highly 

distinctive, aromatic drink.  The perfect serve with Fevertree tonic and either:  Orange & mint or Star Anise & orange. 

Liverpool Gin Rose with Fevertree Elderflower Tonic and Star Anise. £5.50 

Liverpool Gin Valencian Orange with Herbal Fentimans and Mint. £5.50 

Broken Heart 40% £5.75 

A gin developed by two German friends living in New Zealand. One of them then tragically became ill and died 

leaving the other to share the gin with the world alone. The name is heart-wrenchingly appropriately, but we're 

reminded that all ends come with new beginnings. Served with Franklin’s tonic and strawberries. 

Nordes Atlantic Galician Gin 40% £5.95 

A Spanish gin made with an Albariño-grape-based spirit, rather than your more commonly seen grain-based spirit, 

along with 12 botanicals - very impressive stuff!  We serve this with Mediterranean tonic and mint. 

Batshit Darkness aged Bathtub gin (Clynelish) 43.3% £6.00 

Loads of spicy marmalade here. Bathtub Gin aged in a cask which previously held Oloroso Sherry and was used to 

finish the Darkness! Only be from the Batshit Mental Ideas range of madcap spirits, but it works.  Neat over ice? 

Brooklyn 40% £6.00 

A rather vibrant gin from New York, made by three chaps using 'hand-cracked' juniper and fresh citrus. With big, 

well-rounded notes of citrus at its core, this works excellently with Franklin’s tonic and lemon and lime. 

Monkey 47 47% £7.50 

Although strangely not made from 47 monkeys, it does have an unusual ingredient, cranberries. Monkey 47 is created 

from an incredible 47 botanicals and was brought to us from the Black Forest in Southern Germany. We serve 

Monkey 47 with Fentimans Tonic and a cinnamon stick. 

the thing about gin is We. Love. Gin. it’s got personality. it’s got variety.  dry, sweet, smooth or a kick in the teeth with a twist. 

whatever you want; it’s got it. 
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WHISKY MENU All measures 35ml 

Fancy a wee dram? 

Johnnie Walker (40%) Red Label, Blend  £3.25 

Is the world’s bestselling whisky. Until recently famously blended in Kilmarnock, Ayrshire, originally by a local 

grocer called John Walker  

Lochranza (40%), Blend          £3.75 

Only available at the Arran Distillery. Lochranza is small picturesque town with its ruined castle linked to Robert 

the Bruce – oh and the Arran Distillery! 

Black Bottle (40%) Blend, Spice & Peat        £3.75 
First made in 1879 from the Bunnahabhian stable. A blend of fruity, spice with Islay peat. Goes very well with 

Crabbies Ginger Wine as a ‘Whisky Mac’ 

The Advocates Batch (43%) Blend, Sherry finish  £4.50 

Made by the Edinburgh Whisky Co from their New Town Blends range. A limited edition blend of Speyside 

malts married together in used sherry butts.  

Glen Grant (40%) Majors Reserve, Malt        £4.00 

A great beginners’ whisky, it is a medium/dry whisky with a good balance of ripe orchard fruits.  Often described 

as pure and simple … as whisky should be. 

Scapa (40%) Skiren, Oak casks         £4.00 
Distilled in the last working Lomond Still. This Scapa was matured in first fill American oak casks, bringing 

vanilla and honey notes to the table. ‘Skiren” comes from the Old Norse word for "glittering bright skies" 

Glen Moray (40%) 10 years, Chardonnay Cask       £4.00 
Bought from the distillery in Elgin, this Glen Moray has spent its full 10 years in ex-chardonnay cask to give it a 

fruity, butterscotch flavour. 

The Balvenie (40%) 12 years, Double Wood        £4.00 
This has loads of character due to it being aged in ex-bourbon casks before being finished in sherry casks.  This 

Double Wood is an excellent example of Balvenie. 

Dalwhinnie (43%) 15 years £4.00 

The highest distillery in Scotland at 1164 feet above sea level.  This 15 year old single malt was awarded 95 

points by Jim Murray in his Whisky Bible. 

Talisker (45.8%) Storm          £4.00 
This Storm version of Talisker has the distinctive smell and taste with a sweetness to balance to the drying effect 

of smokiness. Underneath the smoke is a sweet pear-like quality, full bodied, warming and intense. 

Smokehead (43%) Rock Edition          £4.00 
A pungent Islay Single malt from Ian MacLeod. The distillary is a mystery, with no age statement. Maybe a 6 YO 

Ardbeg?? Thick and full peat & smoke, will clear your nostrils.  

Bunnahabhain (46.3%) 12 years          £4.00 

Lightly peated for an Islay single malt and consequently is a light, fresh dram. Now at the higher strength of 

46.3% - for more complexity and flavour. 

Fettercairn (55.6%) 9 years, single cask         £4.50 
Situated in the Caringorms, founded in 1824 is one of the oldest distilleries in Scotland. It’s from a single bourbon 

cask and is rare to see as a malt on its own as almost all the production goes into Whyte & Mackay. 
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Lagavulin (43%) 16 years            £4.50 

If Susannah had to choose one favourite whisky, it would be Lagavulin.  Why does she like it?  Very rich with a 

massive mouthful of peat and fruity sweetness, big, powerful & classy – a bit like her man ;-)   

Glenmorangie (43%) 12 years, Lasanta        £5.00  

Matured in sherry casks, LaSanta is Gaelic for ‘warmth and passion’ and this has plenty of both, rich and creamy, 

elegant and full bodied. 

Port Charlotte (50%) Scottish Barley, Heavily Peated       £5.50  

From Bruichladdich, named after the nearby village, Port Charlotte.  Heavily peated to 40ppm, matured in 

American oak casks. Released at 50% to give it extra edge. 

 

Aberlour (60.7%)  A’Bunadh, sherry cask         £5.50 
The A’Bunadh (‘the origin’) series has a cult following. Marketed at a reasonable price, Aberlour were ahead of 

their time with cask strength Oloroso sherry cask bottlings. Almost every distillery has followed their lead. 

 

Benromach (43%) 15 years, Bourbon & Sherry Casks      £5.50 

An intense but balanced flavoured malt. There's big spices (think ginger, mint, cinnamon), there's juicy fruit 

(plum & clementine), there's a touch of smoky charred oak - Yummy!! 

Edradour (46%) 9 years, Super Tuscan cask   £5.50 

A limited batch distilled in April 2006 and matured solely in Super Tuscan Hogsheads. We bought the last two 

bottles at the distillery   

Mystery Malt (54.1%) 17 years, single cask        £5.50 

The Bladnoch Forum got 261 bottles from a single Hogshead and offered it with a riddle for members to guess 

where it was from. The clues are: Speyside, Est 1821, F&F Swan Lake. Can you guess the distillery?? 

Inchgower (46%) 15 years, Connoisseurs Choice        £6.00 

Built in 1871 in Buckie, Moray this Inchgower is an independent bottling by Gordon & MacPhail. Most of 

Inchgower goes into Bells blend and it is rare to see it as a single malt, this one is from a Refill Sherry Butt.  

Arran (57.7%) The Bothy           £6.50 

Limited release, initially in ex-bourbon casks then finish in American Oak ¼ casks. We love Arran! 

Glenglassaugh (60.7%) 7 years, Distillery Only        £6.50 

Hand bottled by Remedy at the distillery from a French white wine cask. Glenglassaugh is remote on the NE 

coast of Scotland, long mothballed then recently re-opened by Benriach. It is a much sought after malt.  

GlenDronach (55.2%) 12 years, single sherry cask  £7.00 
From a Pedro Ximenez Pucheon, this was bottled to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the famous Green Welly 

Whisky Stop in Tyndrum. GlenDronach is a sought after dram, this one is a unique version. 

Strathisla (57.8%) 14 years, Distillery Only  £8.00 

Hand bottled from a single cask by Remedy at Strathisla. Chivas Regal takes most of their production 

which is a shame as it’s a great malt in its own right. Situated in Keith, this is a picture postcard 

distillery. 

 

Kilchoman (50%) 100% Islay 5th Edition         £8.00 

The newest and smallest of the Islay distilleries Kilchoman makes very small batches of high quality malt whisky. 

This one has been 100% produced on Islay, they need a little bit of help from Caol Ila when their bottling 

machine broke down…. 
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Bruichladdich (46%) 15 years, Royal Birkdale        £8.00 

From the Bruichladdich ‘Links’ series depicting Royal Birkdale golf course, so we had to have it on the menu… 

Caol Ila (43%) 18 years,           £8.00 

We love Caol Ila and chose this 18YO as it is not often seen on a menu. The extra age has smoothed the strong  

smoky sweet flavours so ‘in your face’ on younger expressions.    

Mortlach (48%) Limited Edition          £10.00  

Much sought after, this is a luxury Diageo malt. We have an exclusive bottling for the Speyside Festival. You will 

almost never see Mortlach outside specialist whisky retailers so take the chance and try it out. 

Port Dundas (57.3%), 27 years. single grain, single cask      £10.00 

One of 249 bottles from a refill hogshead from the Old Particular range. Port Dundas has been demolished. This 

whisky was distilled in 1988, making it is older than most of our staff! A great example of aged grain whisky. 

Ardbeg (47.4%) Perpetuum, Limited Edition  £12.00 

Bottled in 2015 to celebrate the 200th Birthday of Ardbeg this limited release has all the hallmarks of a heavily  

peated Ardbeg - with a twist. The Ardbeg fan-boys love it!  

Glenkinchie (59.3%) Distillery Only        £15.00 

The Edinburgh malt, despite being known as ‘the ladies malt’ this distillery exclusive is not for the faint-hearted, 

bottled at 59.3% it packs a full-bodied punch. 

Aberfeldy (56.9%) 20 years, Distillery Only, single cask      £18.00  

Drawn from Cask 6978 by our own fair Remedy hands at the distillery this is bottle No 300. Single cask  

Aberfeldy’s are very rare and this once fetched £350 at a recent auction. All the more reason to drink it! 

Bowmore (56.7%) The Devil’s Casks. Limited Edition III      £18.00 

A marriage of first fill Oloroso & Pedro Ximenez sherry casks. The 3rd and last in the Devil’s Casks series which  

mark the story of how the Devil was chased from Bowmore’s round church, down the hill, through the village  

and into the gates of the distillery, only to escape – it is said – in a whisky cask bound for the mainland. 

 

NORTH AMERICAN WHISKY: 
Jack Daniels (40%) Tennessee Sour Mash        £3.25 

Buffalo Trace (40%) Kentucky Bourbon        £3.50 

George Dickel (43%) Tennessee Whisky No12        £4.50 

Woodford Reserve (43.2%) Kentucky Bourbon       £4.50 

Bulleit (40%) Kentucky Bourbon         £5.00 

Jack Daniels (50%) Sliver Select,          £6.50 

True Blue (50%) Blue Corn Whisky from Texas       £7.50 

Brimstone (53%) Blue Corn Whiskey (BBQ flavour)       £8.50   

Stagg Jr (67.7%) little brother of the famous George T StagG  £9.00 

 

WHISKY FROM THE REST OF THE WORLD: 
Bushmills (40%) Ireland, 12years, Distillery Only       £6.00 

Miyagikyo (43%) Japan, blended whisky from Nikka  £6.00 

Nikka Coffey Malt (45%) Japan, using their famous Coffey Still     £7.00 

Armorik (56.3%) Breton, France, 11 year old, single malt      £7.00 

Kavalan (57.8) Taiwan, Solist, A Sherry Bomb!       £10.00 

Hibiki (43%) Japan, 17years blended malt whisky       £14.00 
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RUM 
ABV % 

 
£/35ml 

Bacardi 40%  £3.25 

Wood’s Old Navy Rum 57%  £3.50 

Don Papa Rum 40%  £4.00 

SangSom 40%  £4.00 

Mount Gay, Eclipse 40%  £4.00 

Diplomatico Reserva Exclusiva 40%  £4.50 

Ron De Jeremy Rum 40%  £4.50 

Rumboullion 42.6%  £5.00 

Angostura 1824 Rum 40%  £6.50 

El Dorado 40%  £6.50 

LIQUEURS 

   

£/35ml 

Cointreau 40%  £5.00 

Tia Maria 26.5%  £3.50 

Chambord 16.5%  £5.00 

Drambuie 40%  £5.00 

Heerings (Cherry) 24%  £5.00 

Tosolini Amaretto Saliza 28%  £5.00 

Bailey’s (50ml) 17%  £4.00 

Liqueur Coffee    Any coffee with a 25ml tot of your favourite tipple.  Add cream if you like it that way £5.00 

OTHER SPIRITS 

  

£/35ml 

Stolichnaya Red Vodka 

Stolichnaya Raspberry Vodka 

40% 

40% 
 £3.25 

£3.25 

Two Birds Passion Fruit Vodka 40%  £4.00 

Eristoff Black Vodka  20%  £4.00 

Soberano Brandy 36%  £3.25 

H by Hine VSOP Cognac 40%  £4.50 

Martell VSOP Medallion Cognac 40%  £5.00 

Argueso San Leon Manzanilla Sherry (50ml) 15%  £3.00 

Harvey’s Pedro Ximenez Sherry (50ml) 16%  £6.50 

Crabbies Ginger Wine 13.5%        £1.00 

BEER & CIDER  

Orchard Pig Reveller Medium Cider 4.5% £4.00   500ml 

Aspall Premier Cru Cider 7% £3.50   500ml 

Birra Moretti Lager 4.6% £3.00   330ml 

Corona Extra Pale Lager 4.6% £3.50   330ml 

Peroni Lager 4.7% £3.50   330ml 

Furstenberg Pilsner/ Jever Pilsner 5.3% £3.75   500ml 

Brewers Dog Punk IPA 5.6% £3.50   330ml 

Crabbies Alcoholic Raspberry Ginger Beer 4% £3.50   330ml 

Southport Brewery Ale 4% £3.50   500ml 

Timothy Taylor Landlord 3.9% £3.50   500ml 
 

 

http://www.majestic.co.uk/Pedro-Ximenez-Triana-zid24191
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WINE  
As you all know, Remedy wants to provide you with beautiful things and beautiful experiences but are aware you are not shy of a 

great deal either.  Our wines represent possibly the most value for money, you can find on a wine list. We are a business & 

therefore we do need to make a profit. Most restaurants will bang a percentage margin on their wines - result? - the better, top end 

wines end up so expensive that they run the risk of being out of reach to most wine lovers. Not us though, as we use a cash margin 

approach & take a similar amount on all our bottles. So, basically, throw a few more quid into the wine budget & you will be 

rewarded with some of the best value drinking seen in the area. Well, here goes Happy & Prosperous Drinking! 

White 125ml 175ml 250ml Bottle 
Catarratto, Ca di Ponti (Italy) £3.25 £4.25 £5.25 £15.00 

A delicious and characterful dry white from Sicily. Soft, rounded and easy drinking. 

Picpoul de Pinet, L’Ormarine (France). £3.75 £4.95 £6.25 £18.00 

A vibrantly fresh & fruity dry white from France’s Mediterranean coast 

Sauvignon Blanc, Cloud Factory (New Zealand) £3.95 £5.45 £7.25 £20.00 

An incredibly zesty, tropical fruit explosion – hallmark of a great Marlborough Sauvignon. 

Pinot Grigio, Terrazze Della Luna (Italy) £4.25 £5.25 £7.25 £21.00 

Heavier than usual with grapes from vineyard sites in the lower hills and valley floor of Valle dell'Adige 

Rose 125ml 175ml 250ml Bottle 
Grenache Rosé, Bellefontaine (France) £3.45 £4.45 £5.45 £16.00 

Fresh and summery dry rosé from the Languedoc. Delicate berry flavours are supple and moreish. 

White Zinfandel Rosé, Burlesque (USA) £3.65 £4.75 £5.95 £17.00 

Luscious strawberry & cream flavours dominate this medium style, Californian crowd pleaser. 

Red 125ml 175ml 250ml Bottle 
Merlot, Cape Heights (South Africa) £3.25 £4.25 £5.25 £15.00 

Bright and juicy Merlot with a great flavour intensity. 

A Chilean speciality that is incredibly rewarding. Rich and smooth with a delicate spicy oak character. 

Malbec, Pablo Y Walter (Argentina) £3.95 £5.45 £7.25 £20.00 

Colour, Life, Mendoza…..Malbec. This Gold medal winner will not disappoint. 

The Last Stand Shiraz (Australia) £4.45 £5.95 £7.50 £22.00 

Bright, aromatic and juicy on the nose with just a touch of naughty bacon fat. The 2015 vintage is our brightest, most 

dangerously drinkable Shiraz to date due to its fine, bright fruit and soft silky elegance. 

BUBBLES 125ml   Bottle 
Prosecco, Fontessa (Italy) 

The perfect fizz for any occasion. £4.25   £21.00 

Champagne Gremillet Brut Blanc de Noirs (France)   £35.00 

Highly awarded, rich and elegant Champagne from this small family winery.  It won the silver medal in both the IWC 

& IWSC competitions. 

 

We are committed to the Code of Best Practice on Tips.  Remedy does not add a discretionary service charge to customers’ bills 

and any discretionary tip which you choose to pay is retained by our employees in full shared between the staff on each shift 

through a system controlled by the shift supervisor.  Card and cash tips are treated in the same way. 


